THE PET PLACE

Back-to-school blues
For dogs who miss their little masters
B Y V E R A L AW L O R
hildren aren’t the only ones to suffer from back-to-school blues.
Changes in the family’s schedule, that leave a quiet house during the
day, can result in the family dog feeling lonely and abandoned.
“When kids go back to school, the stress can be huge on the family, including
the dog,” says Greg Kleva, a Bark Busters Home Dog Training master trainer and
dog behavioral therapist, whose clients are located throughout North Jersey.
“This abrupt change in the family’s routine can seriously affect dogs, who are
creatures of habit.”
This is especially true in families where the dog has been the center of attention – included in daily activities – while the children were at home during the
summer. Kleva says that come September, trainers absolutely see an increase in
separation anxiety issues, and that these problems can almost certainly be
linked to dogs having difficulty adjusting to loneliness and boredom during
the day.
“Dogs are pack animals and they can get stressed when their pack leaves
home without them,” says Kelva, who is also the host of It’s a Dog’s Life on
Martha Stewart Living Radio. “In more extreme cases, crated dogs have broken
their teeth while trying to escape, and other dogs have jumped through plate
glass windows to follow their families.”
More typical separation anxiety behaviors include ripping fabric from
couches, chewing doors, shredding blinds or eliminating in the house. These
are not vindictive acts on the part of the dog, Kleva says, they are simply outlets
for stress.
“Another common separation anxiety behavior is excessive barking,” adds
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Tips for the transition
With a little understanding and preparation families can avoid many of the
back-to-school behavioral problems that dogs might otherwise display. Greg
Kleva and Bark Busters Home Dog Training offer the following tips:
■ Pay less attention to the dog: While your dog may be the center of
attention when the kids are home all day, it’s best to change this scenario. If
possible, start before they return to school, so that he can adjust more
quickly to the quiet time. Continue on weekends, once school is back in session, pay increasingly less attention to your dog each day. Begin by separating him from the kids and the rest of the family. For example, if you
frequently take your dog with you to run errands, leave him at home. This
can be practiced until your dog has settled into the new schedule.
■ Practice leaving the house: This is a good exercise that can be continued on weekends until your dog has adjusted to the family’s new routine. Go
through the motions of leaving the house — grabbing keys, purses and backpacks — go out the door, but then come right back in again. The dog will stop
associating the routine of “his” family leaving the house with their actual
departure. This will help him to be more relaxed when everyone does
actually leave for the day.
■ When you leave: As the last person leaves the house for the day, don’t
confuse your dog by saying in a sweet voice, “It’s OK, Buster — we’ll be home
soon. Be a good boy.” If he is feeling concerned that you’re leaving, your happy,
high-pitched voice can make him think it’s OK to feel anxious. Dogs are pack
animals and so they expect their leaders to be strong when they leave the
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pack. Therefore, ignore your dog for about 10 minutes before you leave.
■ Boredom: Dogs sleep a lot during the day, but when they wake up, they
want something to do. It doesn’t take much to entertain a dog, even when
you’re not at home. Provide your dog with high-quality puzzle toys, such as
those that hold treats, like the Buster Cube and Kong. Every few days, rotate
what toys are available to him. This gives your dog something new and fun
to hold his interest.
■ Providing a space: Dogs need to have their own space — a place where
they feel secure and safe. If your dog is crate-trained don’t leave him confined in the crate for extended periods of time. If the family plans to be away
longer than 10 hours for a dog — 6 hours for a puppy — ask a friend to come
by to let your dog out for a bathroom and exercise break. If your dog will be
inside all day, and you are concerned about him having accidents in the
house, keep him confined to a small room that will be easy to clean. Place a
soft bed and toys in the room with him. If your dog will be kept outside while
you are gone, be sure he has shelter in which to get out of the weather. Dogs
are more relaxed when they are covered and in familiar surroundings. Place
the doghouse next to the house so that he feels like it is an extension of the
larger “den,” and provide a blanket or other comfortable bedding.
■ Exercise and training: A tired dog is a good dog. Dogs need to be physically and mentally stimulated. This can be achieved by daily walks and play
time in the yard with the family. Training exercises, including walking to heel,
sit and stay, and come, are great ways to keep the dog mentally stimulated.
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Kleva. “We believe that when dogs do this, they are calling out to their
pack to come back home.”
Vera Lawlor is The Parent Paper’s pet columnist.You can contact Vera at
parentpaper@northjersey.com.

Unusual Behavior
When dogs are stressed, they can begin to exhibit unusual behaviors, such as jumping up or even biting. It is not uncommon for children to come home from school and be greeted by the dog in an
unnecessarily rough manner, even knocking a child to the floor.
After being left alone all day, the dog has pent-up energy and when
he sees the kids, his excitement might cause him to overreact.
■ Train the children: Parents need to train their children to avoid
going right to the dog’s area as soon as they get home. Kids should
ignore the pet for five minutes or so to allow him to settle down.
With young children, it is always best to have a parent present to
reduce the chance of a problem. Once your dog learns the routine,
he will relax.
■ Train your dog: It is amazing how quickly dogs learn what is
acceptable and what is not. Dogs have a language of their own and
once we understand it, we can easily control them by “speaking
their language.”
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